Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.
Etude 1

Fl.  

B. Cl.  

Bsn.  

Alto Sax.  

Ten. Sax.  

Hn.  

Tpt.  

Tbn.  

Tba.  

Xyl.  

Tempo marking is a suggestion. It is better to play slow and clean than fast and messy!
Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1 \( \frac{3}{4} = 92 \)

Etude 2 \( \frac{3}{4} = 72 \)

Etude 3 \( \frac{3}{4} = 80 \)
Oboe

Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1

Etude 2

Etude 3

legato

\( \text{\textcopyright} \text{Phoenix Union High School District} \)
Clarinet in B♭

Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1

Etude 2

Etude 3
Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Bass Clarinet in B♭

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1

Etude 2

Etude 3

legato
Bassoon

Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1

Etude 2

Etude 3
Alto Saxophone

Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1

Etude 2

Etude 3

legato
Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1

Etude 2

Etude 3

legato
Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1

Tempo marking is a suggestion. It is better to play slow and clean than fast and messy!

Etude 2

Etude 3

legato
Trumpet in B♭

Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1

Etude 2

Etude 3

legato
Trombone

Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1  \( \text{\textdagger}=92 \)

Tempo marking is a *suggestion*. It is better to play slow and clean than fast and messy!

Etude 2  \( \text{\textdagger}=72 \)

Etude 3  \( \text{\textdagger}=80 \)

*legato*
Tuba

Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1
\[=92\]
Tempo marking is a *suggestion*. It is better to play slow and clean than fast and messy!

Etude 2
\[=72\]

Etude 3
\[=80\]
*legato*
Percussion

Greater Phoenix Honor Band
Junior High Etudes - Set C

Concert Eb Scale

Concert F Scale

Chromatic Scale

Only one octave is required for all scales, but extra points WILL be given for additional octaves.

Etude 1 Snare Drum

Etude 2 Marimba or Xylophone

Etude 3 Snare Drum